What Is

Mono-Ha?
his exhibition, "What is Mono-ha?" is the first of its kind to
introduce to a Chinese audience the work of the Mono-ha
artists whom the Tokyo Gallery has been representing for
so many years. BTAP's show aims to consider the meaning
of the term Mono-ha and brings together pre-existing and
remade works by the principal members of Mono-ha: Lee Ufan ,
Nobuo Sekine, Koji Enokura, Susumu Koshimizu, Kishio Suga, Katsura Yoshida , Katsuhiko Narita and Jiro Takamatsu . Furthermore ,
at BTAP Annex in the Xiedao area, there wil[ ~e a display of works
by Chinese artists who have been influenced by Mono-ha, such as
Zhu Jinshi, Shi Hui and Sui Jianguo. Four internationally active art
critics and curators, Yusuke Nakahara (Japan), Huang Du (China),
Simon Groom (England) and Charles Merewether (America) have
written essays for the exhibition catalogue.
Most active between the late 60s and early 70s, Mono-ha
was a group of artists who sought to challenge pre-existing perceptions of material and space . The origin of the name Mono-ha
is unclear. Although it would be translated roughly as "school
of things," the works of the Mono-ha artists are as much about
the space and the interdependent re lat ionships between those
"things" as the "things" themselves. Using materials such as
earth, water, wood, metal, cotton, paper, stone and mirrors, the
juxtaposition of natural and man-made materials- left as far as
possible in an unaltered state- allowed materiality speak for itself, almost entirely free of artistic intervention. Through this
process, the Mono-ha artists aimed to abandon the creation of
things and instead rearranged things into artworks, drawing attention to complex relationships between material, space and
viewers.O

T

Ko shimi zu Susumu . From Surface to Surface. 1971. Wood

Encounters with
Landscape
Charles Merewether
etween the opening of Nobuo Sekine's Phase- Moth er Earth in Sum a Rikyu Park, Kobe , in October "1968
and · the close of the Japan World Exposition (Expo
'70) in Osaka two years later, the soc1al and cultural
landscape of the country went through a period of tu multuous change .
In the years leading up to and immediately after 1968, numerous political groups we re formed, events organized and id eas
expressed that coalesced in thei r profound skepticism toward s
the Japanese state and continuing ratification of the US-Japan
Security Treaty (Anpo) that endorsed US military and imperialist
interests in Asia and the war in Vietnam. This provoked wid espread demonstrations and violent clashes with the police across
Japan and an in creasingly volatil e political and social situation .
Significant to this movement were artisti c groups who saw these
events as part of a larger problem con cerning Western modernity
and a technocratic imagination that was increasingly shaping the
character and values of modern Japanese society and culture.
This critique fostered a vital challenge to the values and conven tions of art practice within Japan and flourishing of experimentation in anti -art and non -art practices. Amongst those formed
during this period were two short-lived groups: the artistic movement or school known as Mono-ha and small number of photographers and writers who gathered around Provoke magazine. While
operating within radically different conceptual frameworks, they
shared a profound skepticism about the systems and language of
art and, with it, disenchantment towards the social values of the
time and contemporary art in an age of information technology .
In the following remarks, I wish to explore the point of intersection and difference between these two groups in their challenge
to the dominance of modernism and the regime of the visible .

B

Disenchantment with Modernity
Sekine's Phase-Mother Earth was composed of a 2 .7-meter
cylindrical mound of earth besides which was an identically sized
hole from which the earth had been removed . In an article on
Sekine published in 1971, the artist and theorist Lee Ufan wrote
of how Phase- Mother Earth had "presented the earth within the
being of the world ... .[that] does not mean to turn the world into
an object of cognition as with the case of 'objet' but, to liberate
it amidst nonobjective phenomena, into the realm of perception ;
that is, to let the world be in its own being." Sekine had " revealed the world as-it-is, an en counter that had rendered the
, ·~
earth as the earth ."
Expo '70 stood in diametri cal opposition to this sense of engagement with the natural environment through art. Succeeding to
attract artists from all over the world including artists from within
Japan whose practice until that moment had challenged the con forming boundaries of art practice, Expo transformed the scene of
contemporary art into a massive scale entertainment event.
Continues on www.artfairsinternational.com
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A modern Japanese Stonehenge in Cambridge

Last year the Japanese avant-garde sculpture group Mono-ha held a rare
exhibition at Kettle 's Yard in the University of Cambridge. It ran from 26
May to 22 July 2001 and was extremely well received. People came from
all over the UK to see the exhibits, which formed part of the celebrations
of 'Japan 2001 '. At the time the British organizers of the exhibition
wished to show my work Phase-Mirror, but in the end this project proved
to be too expensive and was not in the end realized.
While in Cambridge I visited a number of college gardens and the Master of
Sewlyn College, Professor Richard Bowring, expressed great interest in my
work. Since then the fellows of the college have agreed that if enough
funds can be raised for the project they would like to place my work in
their gardens and they have to date raised £5000 to this end. Since they
have shown such interest and understanding of my work, I would like to
help them succeed in placing my work in Cambridge. There are not many
pieces of modern Japanese art in the UK.
It has given me a possibility that I may be able to place my work.
My Phase-Mirror consists of a tall column of highly polished steel
surmounted by a huge stone. It reflects and refracts the changing light of
the world around it underneath a solid stone that often appears to be
floating in the sky. I like to think of it as a modern Japanese Stonehenge.
Since there are very few pieces of contemporary Japanese art exhibited
outside in the UK, this is an opportunity not to be missed. To be able to
show Phase-Mirror permanently in the garden of a Cambridge college will
mark an important moment not only in my own career but in the
development of modern Japanese art in general. I would like to think that

this sculpture could stand as a permanent commemoration of Japan 2001
and of the enduring friendship between our two countries. I hope you will
be able to help me bring this project to a satisfactory conclusion.
Nobuo SEKINE
NOTE

Mono-ha is the nanie given to a group of artists working in Japan from
1968 to 1973, whose work had a tremendous impact on Japanese
Contemporary Art. They use such everyday 'things' such as stone, glass,
iron sheets, ropes, wood and earth, and at the time were both acclaimed
and

d~nounced

by contemporary critics ·for their radical revision of

traditional assumptions about art. Their use of natural materials and their
questioning of the boundaries of art share many affinities with movements
in the West such as Minimalism and Arte Povera. They have held many
exhibitions throughout the world, including the University Annex Museum
of Art, Rome, and the Musee D'Art Moderne in Saint-Etienne, France
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the
five best shows nationwide
... . .
.

u OUT OF LINE
York City Art Gallery, until Jul15
(01904 1551881)
THIS COLLECTION of drawings
from the Arts Council Collection
boasts pencil studies by David
Hackney, Henry Moore and
Bridget Riley alongside -.y<>rks by
the cream of the hlp young art
world, Including Graham Gussln
and Michael Landy. Richard
Hamilton's Swlnge/ng London Is
a colour study of Mlck Jagger,
while pages from Eduardo
Paolozzl's Drawings from
Rembrandt sketchbooks are also
on display.
Amber Cowan

4l REMBRANDT& WOMEN
NeUonal Gallery ol lcoUand,
Jun 8·Sep 2 (0131-124 8200)
REMBRANDTS UFE was
dominated by the Influences of
his mother Comella, his wife
Saskla and his mistress
Hendrlci<,Je Stoffels. In this first
major exhibition of Rembrandt's
portraits of women, his changing
stylistic approaches are
Illustrated. He unsentlmentelly
viewed the ugtler features of
women's bodies, yet his portraits
were Infused with an emotional
depth that Vart Gogh praised as
"heartbroken tendemess•.
AC
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•J THE SILK PURSE PROCEDURE
Arnolllnl and Splkllaland, Brlatol,
unUI Jul 8 (0117·029 0191)
"MAKING A silk purse from a
sow's ear" Is the motto behind
this group show of creations
made from junk. Comella Parker
has converted a pornographic
film lhto Intriguing drawln~.
Simon Wood has contributed a
plan to convert his dead body
Into a diamond and Darla
Robleto's Thsre's an Old Flame
Bumlng In Your Eyes is created
· from matchsticks capped With
melted-down country and
western records.
AC
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NOBUYOSHI ARAKI:
TOKYO STILL LIFE
Ikon Gallery, Birmingham,
until Jul 8 (0121-248 0708)
ARAKI IS one of Japan's preeminent photographers, though
stereotypical notions of oriental
artfulness are conspicuously
absent from these pictures.
Instead, Araki has trawled the
dark underbelly of Tokyo clubland
for snapshots that flit from
flagrant erotica to urban exotlca.
Shot between the Sixties and
the Nineties, his more
controversial pictures hang
calmly next to traditional works.
AC

. MONO·HA: SCHOOL OF THINGS
Kettle's Yard, Cambridge,
until Jul22 (01223 352124)
THE MONO-HA first leapt to
prominence towards the end of
the Sixties end were the first
wave of Japanese avant-garde
artists to achieve International
acclaim. Comprising ·a group of
disparate artists whose philosophy
was to work with natural
materials, the movement fizzled
out due to the ephemeral
nature of many of their
Installations. This show
resurrects the work of the
surviving members of the c)lque.
AC
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Top Stories 3/7/ 200 I : Sc ulptor returns to Cambridge

6/7/01 10:51 am

Sculptor returns to Cambridge

Kettle's Yard will be welcoming an old friend on Saturday 7
July when Professor Phillip King CBE RA, sculptor and
President of the Royal Academy of Arts, visits the gallery to
give a talk on his passion for Japanese art.

. -~ .•_...t. :J!I~..c. .

.

~

.. .:

Professor King has a special interest in Japanese art, having
visited and lived in Japan. He spent three months in Japan
:., while he was preparing an exhibit for Expo '70 in Tokyo and
in 1993 his work took on Japanese influences, when he began
. to work in ceramics, producing unglazed vessel-themed
· · pieces. He continues·to exhibit in, and visit Japan.

Photo courtesy of Kenle's Yard

Phillip King's talk is timed to coincid~ with the current exhibition of Japanese art, Mono-ha: School of Things.
· Mono-Ha is the name given to a group of artists who came to critical attention in Japan in the late 1960s.
Meaning literally 'school of things', Mono-ha refers not only to the material things from which their work is
made - such as clay, stones, glass, iron plates, ropes and earth - but also to the character of the works
themselves. Neither quite sculptures nor installations, their very existence appears to confound traditional
artistic genres. This is the first exhibition by Mono-ha in the UK.

Philip King
Philip King is one of Britain's most restless and innovative sculptors. Just as the work ofMono-ha challenges
through its use of materials, so too King has been long associated with an experimental attitude to materials.
In the 1960s his use of fibre glass, plastic and t111orescent colours marked a major departure with the classical
materials of the preceding period.
Although King studied Modern Languages at Cambridge, he made his first sculptures while an undergraduate
here in the 1950s, afterwards studying sculpture at StMartin's School of Art in London. He was elected
President of the Royal Academy in December 1999.
Further details
Phillip King's talk will be on Saturday 7 July, 2001 at 4.00pm in Kettle's Yard Gallery.
Admission is free.

RetUln to the University News page
Copyright © 200 I University of Cambridge
Source: Press and Publications Office, July 2001
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Japanese
Mono-ha in China
Huang Du
ono-ha is considered a branch in modern art
that emerged between 1968-1971 . Even
though it is difficult to trace back to the origin
of the concept 1n Mono-ha, its significance and
meaning in Japanese art history should not be
ignored . As the Japanese art critic Toshiaki Minemura has pointed
out, "The original founding of Mono; ha is still unclear. However,
we cannot disapprove the fact that, Gn a broad or specific level
of meaning, its function was a common tendency during the 70s,
and in that process, a group formed without saying. " In fact, the
debate that evolved around Mono-ha has gone beyond that short
period . Mono-ha has found Asia to be the center of experimentation in contemporary art, and this has redefined the identity of
culture and the direction of Japanese art 's development. Most
Mono-ha artists were born in the 40s, and so are influenced by
American postwar thinking and culture . They are against blindly
appropriating contemporary American hegemony, and promote
unique meaning and form in contemporary Asian art.
Since the Meiji Restoration, Japanese art has been following
American avant-garde art in terms of absorption and assimila-

M

tion . In the late 60s, the emergence of Mono-ha changed this situation. Mono-ha redirected the discussion of "Easternizing" art.
Lee Ufan is thought to be the founder of Mono-ha theory. Theoretically , Lee Ufan is influenced by Japanese Zen thoughts, promoting the mutual dependence of consciousness and existence
which is the relationship between Mono-ha and its given space:
He believes, "We must learn to look at objects with their original
appearance, rather than to objectify this world with human rationalization ." Lee Ufan 's view sufficiently reveals the most lucid
criticism on occidental centrism in Japanese contemporary art
history, since Lee himself was once influenced by philosophers
such as Maurice Merleau-Ponty and Michel Foucault, who were
also critical of Western ideas.
Continues on www .artfairsinternational.com
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Mono-ha's Origins
Yusuke Nakahara
remember the name "Mono-ha " appearing in around 1967,
but it has not been verified what month of the year that was .
Nevertheless, even now 1t IS not clear who came up with
the name or what they had in mind when they created it.
However, today the term Mono-ha has become known even
in Europe and America .
There is a precedent for a case like this, where a name
spread all over the world and was accepted without explanation
despite its unknown origins, and that is the case of "Pop Art ."
The term was born in London in the 50s and, in its successive
realization as a movement in New York during the 60s, it suddenly went international. However, it is unclear who invented the
term or how exactly the term Pop Art emerged.
It was the same with "Dada ." There were many opinions
about the term's origin with no clear consensus over who came
up with the name " Dada " or why they chose it.
I was not around in the places where (or the times when) the
terms of Dada or Pop Art came about, so I accepted them with out questioning their origin, but that was not the case with the
emergence of the name Mono-ha in Tokyo . During the 60s , while
observing various the movements that were products of that age ,
I was making critical judgments about each of them and there
was no way I could not have the accepted the name Mono-ha
without question .
I do not know who thought of the name, but I think it was
probably a disparaging comment, and an inconsequential one .
At the time that the name appeared , there were few critics like
myself, and I suspect it was for that very reason that many people
failed to take notice of who came up with it. In fact, at no time
did I ever use the name Mono-ha in any of my writing. In a sense,
perhaps that was due to what some would think of as my narrowminded attitude, but there was one other reason .
The decade of the 60s was a time during which there wa s
the constant appearance of "Such-and -Such Art" or " Such-andSuch-ism," and perhaps one can say that Pop Art was a very
popular example of that time .
Continues on www .artfairsinternational.com
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Suga Kishio, Hochiritsu. 1971 . Wood, stone, woodchtps, 280x600x500cm

Encountering Mono-ha
Simon Groom
ne cannot help but be struck by a sense of irony
when confronting Mono-ha and their works. Our
first, and natural response, is to ask ourselves
what these strange objects and assemblages
before us are. Why are they here? What do they
mean? How are we to understand them? Despite, or perhaps because of, the simplicity of their works, both in form and material,
the charge of incomprehensibility has often been leveled against
the group. It seems the simpler a thing is, the more difficult it
becomes to understand. This is unfortunate, but serves to underscore the legitimacy of the group's various approaches to one
of the most fundamental questions concerning art: the relation
between reality and perception.
It is thus somewhat fitting that the gap between reality and
perception should also operate at the level of their name, "Monoha," which translates as "school of things." Coined by critics
some years later, the name was slightly misleading, not only
because there never was a unitary group, composed of a fixed

0

number of adherents with a manifesto, but also because, although the artists made use of "things," they were never limited
to them. Things were not simply presented in and of them~e)ves,
as autonom~us and self-contained (and to this extent their work
differed from that of the Minimalists), but were conceived as an
intermediary between the viewer and the world around him, just
as the human body as a physical thing is the point of contact
between the inner and outer world. Furthermore, the very act
of naming, of appropriating "being" through language, was precisely the kind of colonial desire that the artists were so intent on
countering. Their interest in "things," and their concern to foreground the materiality of the work itself through combinations
and assemblages of heterogeneous elements, must be seen as
part of their resistance to the gradual colonisation of the artwork
by the idea, whose logical outcome was the complete de-materi alisation of the work associated with Conceptualism, which was
so prevalent at the time.
Continues on www.artfairsinternational.com

N obuo Sel<ine

error
ust about the time the term
"conceptual art" was rtndin g
its way into the vocabul ary
of Western contemporary art,
Nobuo Sekine found himself
suddenly the toast of Japan's
contemporary art scene thank s
to a- quite literally - ground
breaking work that was the
execution of a single concept. In
his quest for a viable directi on
for painting as a postgrad uate at
Tama Art University in Tokyo in
the later part of the 1960s,
Sekine had become fa scinated
with the implications of th e
concepts of topology. Given that
the laws of physics dictate it is
impossible to create new matter.
all our actions are limited to
rearranging what already exists.
Thus, the products of an artist's
actions, Sekine reasoned, could
be considered "phases" in th e
rearrangement of things and
spaces, aimed at a deepe r un
derstanding of their essen ti al
nature.
Determined to submit a work
to the I st Japan Contemporary
Outdoor Sculpture Exhibition in
1968, but lacking both the
money and technical ski ll s to
create a sculpture in tradi tional
media like stone or bronze,
Sekine decided to apply the
principles of topology to th e
Earth itself. He opted to do thi s
in a form that could be exec uted
with the only resources he had
-a capacity for physica l labor
and a group of similarly moti
vated friends.
He submitted a plan for a
"phase conversion of the planet
Earth," in which he would di g a
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by Robert Reed
cylindrical hole, 2.7 meters deep
an d 2.2 meters in diameter, in
the soil of the park where the
exhibition was being held . The
excava ted soil was to t>e piled up
in an identical cylindrical shape
standing several meters away
and returned to the hole at the
end of the show. In concept, the
work would represent a "phase"
in a topological equation,
whereby if you began digging
towards the Earth's center, in
time the resulting pile of excavated materi al would exceed the
mass of the origi nal Earth itself
and eventually result in a ne\~
inverted Earth of the same mass.
To Sekine's surprise, the plan
was accepted, and to hi s even
grea ter delight the resulting
work, titl ed Phase- Mother
Earlh , won the exhibition' s coveted Asahi Shimbun Award .
Japan's art critics were anxious
to praise his work, though they
see med somehow to lack the
ri ght criti cal framework hi which
to do so. Ironically, it was a
Korea n artist, Lee U Fan, wh o
amazed Sekine one day at a
Tokyo gallery by lau nchi ng into
a philosophical ana lysis of
Sekine's work that touched on
almost all the ideas the Japanese
arti st had been consideri ng.
Sekine, Lee and a group of other
arti sts began to meet regularly at
a ca fe near Tokyo's Shinjuku
Station. There, over a period of
nea rly two years, they hashed
out the premises for a truly Eastern contemporary art movement
that would in time be called th e
Mono-Ha (literally, "Thing
School "), arguably the most

influential of Japan 's indigenous
postwar art movements.
esides introducing principles from the traditional
Eastern philosophies of
Taoism and Zen, one of the central themes to emerge in the
works of the Mono-Ha artists
involved something close to
traditional Oriental animism, in
which every object of nature has
its own spirit. In Mono- Ha
works, one of the aims became
empowering the materials, or
" things" the artists used, to
speak for themselves about their
own nature. Sekine readily admits his consciousness of ani mism and fascination with
ancient monuments like Stonehenge. "When I see a great rock
or boulder or a magnificent old
tree, I actually tremble with excitement," he has written .
His next important work
involved such a rock. When chosen to represent Japan at the
1970 Venice Biennale, he planned
a monumental work that would
put a large rock atop a stainless
steel pillar, polished to a mirrorlike finish . Friends rallied to help
the young artist raise money for
the project. Eventually, corporate
sponsors were found, and Sekine
recalls feeling like a conqueror of
old as he rode a ferry in Venice
on the Biennale's opening day
with a crane and truck carrying
the 16-ton rock to be mounted
on the already installed stainless
steel pillar.
This work was immediately
acquired by the Louisiana Museum of Art in Denmark, where

B

Top to bottom: Ripple Stone, 1992; Pedestal of
the Sky, 1992; Cone - Mother Earth , 1984
(photos this spread, Kansuke Tachibana)
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il wou ld be installed in the
:-.culplure court and eve ntu ally
supplemented by other wo rk s to
li mn c1 "Seki ne Cor ner" at thi s
pionee rin g co ntemporary art
11\USeUill . As ror Se kine himself,
he sltlyed on l()r I H month s in
europe, meeti ng and working
wi l h ol her art isl s.
I li s return to Japan brought a
sort or reverse cu lture shock. In
Europe. he had seen how art
could function lo shape and
enrich the urh<:t n environ111enl, a
Phase of Nothingness. 1980

con ·cp l almost nonexistent in
modern Japa nese ci ties. The succc.:ss ol cl seri es of conceptual
works or outdoor sculpture had
turned the young painting stu dent in to a sculptor, and his
c.:xpe 1iunces in Europe had given
him a mission. In 1972, shortly
after returning to Japan, Sek ine
establ ished hi s Environment Art
Stucliu, which to date has erected
p<:trk cllld plaza monuments and
creat ed arti stic spaces (environ ment s in the 1970s se nse of the
term) in ci ties throughout Japa n.
In the quarter ce ntury since
the birth or the Environment Art
Studio, Sekinc has of course
matured as an arti st. I le has
become a relu cta nt master of the,
as he term - it. "terrifying" art of
bronze sculpture, w here every
.slight mistake is cas t for eternity
in the bronze. li e has ventured
ba k to two -dimensional work

he cuts or gauges out pieces of
the paper and then rea pplies
them in other places on the surrace. Finally, the fini shed "paint ings" are covered with a beautiful
layer or gold lea r.
In gelling to the hea rt of hi s
more recent efforts as well,
words arc of little use to the

visual language, of course, consisting of several fundam ental
shapes like the co ne, which he
ex plains is "the shape you would
get if the ea rth 's surface were of
a pli able materi al like rubber and
you pinched one point and
('>Lilled it upward s." And he retains hi s Mono -Ha respect for

arti st. " Most of my works lately
co me to me in dream -like vi sion s, as fl ee ting images that
pass suddenly before my eyes,"
says Sekinc as he walks around
hi s studio, surrounded by plaster

the spirit in hi s material.
Of hi s future. the 56-year-old
Se kine comments, " I am still
young enough to have the en
ergy and patience that these

wi th his Phase Conception se ri es.
in w hich he w rea ks artfu l topo -

mold s from past bron zes and
mini ature models of o utdoor
monuments, which are in them-

large publi ~ works demand . But I
won't be for lon g. After th at, I
think I wi ll co nce ntrate on
smaller, more personal works. "

logica l havoc on "ca nvases"
fimncd of four thick nesses of
hand mode Japanese paper. llere,

se lves exquisite little scu lptures.
"Don't ask me to ex plain them. "
Indeed, it might be hard to

So it would see m that he still has
a few years yet to build his own
Stonehenge. ~"1

"ex plain" a sharply

point e~

cone

Phase Conception - A Tale , 1989 (left); Phase
- Mother Earth. 1968 (right)

in the center of a large egg
shape, made transparent by
seeming ly random perforations.
With these recent works,
Sekine's art is in the rea lm of
pure crea tion, by an arti st who
has stopped trying to conceptu alize hi s inspirations. He has a
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Reviews
• Mono-_ha - School of things
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Kettle's Yard Cambridge May 26 to July 22

. Step back in time to 1968, Europe and America are in
political turmoil, the horrors of the Vietnam War are
inciting iierce protests and demonstrations. Robert
Kennedy and Martin Luther King are assassinated in the
same year. everywhe1e student riots and workers barricades symbolise the battle for democratic justice and
protest against the strengthening grip of capitalism. In
artistic circles the atmosphere is no less oppositional.
Recall something of the now well-recounted scene: in
· New York. Richard S~rra is defying gravity with his
· improbably propped lead sheeting, Robert Morris
eschewing solid sculptural form is busily hacking up felt
· for his soft sculptures and, in Italy, a corresponding
· assault is convened by the proponents oi what became
. categorised as Arte Povera, harnessing a ~de variety of
materials to challenge traditional sculptural conventions. Most western cultural commentators interpret the
artistic revolutions of this time both as a direct reflection
oi social and political unrest and as a reactionary stance
against the institutional authority of Modernism, bringing to an end the weary notions of the artist genius and
the uniquely homogenous art object. Few critics though
extend their enquiries beyond western boundaries to the
art and culture of eastern countries.
'Mono-ha - School of things' redresses this balance a
little, allowing an opportunity to broaden our typically
western-centric version of artistic development by turning critical attention to a group of artists working in
Japan in the late 60s. The group's proponents were
predominantly students and recent graduates of Tokyo
Sekine Nobuo

· Phase - Mother Earth
1968

University, emerging at a time of severe poiiticai unrest
in Japan with student. riots sweeping Tokyo. The grou p's
sculptural irreverenc ~ reflecr.ed the zeitgeist of revolution and social upheaval that characterised their era and
shares many affinities with developments in western an
movements of this time; as a visit to Tate Modern's current' Arte Povera show will testify.
Literally translated as 'school of ~hings·. the name
Mono-ha was retrospectively coined to describe the
' artists' shared fas.:ination with the sculptural and
philosophical potential of matter. Their works employ
both traditional an<!. innovative materials often in raw
and ur.-formed states with only minimal intervention on
the part of the artist. Contributing artist Lee Ufan succinctly encapsulates one of the underlying principles of
the group: 'Ttte highest level of expression is not to
create something from nothing, but rather to nudge
something which already exists so that the world shows
up more vividly'. Sekine Nobuo's Phase of Nothingness, Oil Clay, 1969, dorr.ina.tes the central gallery space.
i · consisting of huge formless lumps of clay rendered eternally malleable by their combination with oiL The irregular pitted surface of the slouching mounds attests to a
multitude of Plasticine-starved visitors who have prod·
ded and pawed the surface into a perpetual state of
flux. The work makes visible an irresistible human urge
to leave a physical mark in the world. as if making an
imprint could somehow confirm our own existence in
the physical realm.
The viewer is constantly steered to such ontologicai
interpretations, confr-:mted by works and philosophical
statements that quesLion the relationships between the
material world and human interaction with it. In Sekine
Nobuo's earlier work Phase - Mother Earth , 1968. constructed for the 'Open Air Sculpture Exhibition' in Kobe .
a hole was dug into t~e earth some three metres deep
and over two metres in diameter. The displaced soil was
then sculpted into a cylindrical tower, identical in

dimensions w r.hr. adjacen r hoie. The !mpacr. <tlthough
lessened by our ono>-tiimensionai experief)C'e of it hen• as
a photographic n•coni. is nonetheless poweriu i. Tht: :;nil
column although difficult to construct appears to have
been effortlessly bored fr om the earth in a feat of
genius-excavation. as if it ·.vere somehow a predetermined phenomenon that smoothly happened itself into
existence. A similar sense of fatalism inhabits many of
the Mono-ha works . ln Relatum , 1968. Uian lets fate
determine the crazed pattern of broken glass. interfering only to lift a boulder onto the surface to initiate the
process. Koshimizu Susumu suspe.nds a piece of stone
from the gallery ceiling allowing gravity to draw its own
line in space. The unrefmed physicality of many of the
works here , with their emphasis on anti-form transition
and process, although compelling, seems somehow confined by the pristine gallery space of Kettle's Yard. The
selection of photographic works on display seem better
suited to the immaculate gallery environment. ln
Enokura Koji 's timeless image Symptom-Sea Body .
1972. a figure lies stretched at the sea edge. curved in
an elegant arch at tile limits of the tideline. poignantly
encapsulating the excruciati ng enigma of a world
beyond man's contml and unaffected by his efforts to
embellish or contain it. I
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